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EverFocus Launches the latest H.265 Outdoor IP Camera
Taipei, Taiwan (Mar 18, 2017) EverFocus Electronics Corporation, a leading security
surveillance system manufacturer, today releases newest Value IP Series 3-Megapixel High
Resolution T-WDR Network Camera – EBN368 / EDN368M / EZN368 / EZN368M.
Features of the 3 Megapixel IP Cameras include:
Dual-streaming from H.265 / H.264
EBN368 / EDN368M / EZN368 / EZN368M is a 3-megapixel H.265 Outdoor IP
camera, providing 30fps at 2048 x 1536 viewing resolution with more details in
the image. The camera supports dual streams from H.265 or H.264 video
compression formats. In same resolution, the H.265 provides higher compression efficiency
and lower bitrate comparing with H.264 codec, allowing more efficient bandwidth and data
storage usage.
Sony CMOS Image Sensor
Adopted with a Sony CMOS image sensor, the IP camera features high sensitivity
characteristics that enable the IP camera to perform clear color images even in

low-light environment, and offers superior WDR effects.
2.8-12mm Motorized Zoom Lens
With a motorized 3.3x optical zoom lens, EDN368M / EZN368M can provide the
desired field of view with superior video quality in precise focus.

Weather proof IP66-rated
Equipped with a weather-proof (IP66) housing, the IP camera meets a wide
variety of needs for outdoor surveillance. The housing of EDN368M is also IK10
vandal-proof rated.
120dB T-WDR
The 120dB True Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) function enables the IP camera to
provide clear images even under back light circumstances where intensity of
illumination can vary excessively. Other functions like AGC, AWB and 3DNR are
also featured.
Supports Motion Detection & Email Notification
The brand-new web interface with the Quick Setup Panel design allows you to
configure commonly used functions include image parameters, stream settings
or zoom in / out controls, etc. on the live view window. Except the Quick Setup Panel, event
functions such as Motion Detection, Tamper Detection and Event Recording / Snapshot are
also supported.
Supports Micro SD card
The two-way audio function allows the IP camera to deliver and record up to
3MP complex stream. For EDN368M / EZN368 / EZN368M, the on-board Micro
SD card slot for event recording or snapshot further increases the storage
capacity. Except 12VDC power supply, the IP camera also supports Power over Ethernet (IEEE
802.3af), which eliminates the need for power cables and thus reduce the installation costs.
EverFocus Genie XMS CMS
The IP camera conforms to ONVIF for compatibility with other network video
devices. You can also use EverFocus Mobile applications to remotely view the live
views of the cameras through your iOS or android handheld devices; or use EverFocus CMS to
remotely manage multiple IP devices connected on the network.
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